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1. Introduction: Strategic thinking
for a digital world
In this digital world, we have all become more connected.
The world feels flatter, volatile and more complex. In a
world of creating, storing, retrieving and synchronising
data, where binary digits are king, the rules of engagement
have changed.
Sean McFate, a Professor of strategy at Georgetown
University in Washington DC, notes, ‘In the future, victory
will be won and lost in the information space, not on the
physical battlefield.’1 McFate is talking about how warfare is
changing in the digital world. But if you substitute the words
‘’strategy’ for ‘victory’ and ‘marketplace’ for battlefield’, the
same trend is impacting organisations globally.
Your organisation is at risk if you haven’t already made this
leap – from physical business competition in the
marketplace to a focus on the information space.
It’s time to think about the way your organisation thinks
strategically and makes decisions.
Technology and complexity
It’s not that the world has suddenly become more
complex. The world we live in has always been complex,
but the ‘uncertainty illusion’ increases the feeling that we
are experiencing more change and disruption than ever
before. Duncan Watts notes that we are also not
acknowledging our ‘hindsight bias’; ‘the after-the-fact
tendency to think that we “knew it all along”.’2

This bias makes the past look more predictable, neatly
packaged into a linear ‘cause and effect’ chain of events.
Technological automation is enabling us, or forcing us,
to do more complex things. To be among the successful
sustainable businesses of the future, it’s crucial that
organisations improve their strategic thinking and
decision-making capabilities.
The Stacey Matrix (figure 1.1), proposed by Ralph Stacey
in 1996, helps to explain this shift. He conceived this model
for dealing with complexity to highlight the relationship
between two different modes: change context and
decision-making/control.
The vertical y-axis is Agreement. This measures the level
of agreement about an issue or decision within the group,
team or organisation. The degree of agreement on what
should be done is an important factor in determining success.
The horizontal x-axis is Certainty. When an issue or decision
is ‘close to certainty’, you can see the link between cause
and effect This is usually the case when a very similar issue
or decision has been made in the past, meaning that you
can use experience to predict the outcome with a good
degree of certainty.
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Figure 1.1. The Stacey Matrix: the relationship between change context and decision-making/control modes3
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Flirting with complacency

The link between strategy and warfare

Throughout history, organisations have had to work with
varying degrees of uncertainty and agreement when
making decisions and implementing strategies. However,
organisations have tended to become more comfortable,
focusing only on tactical issues that are close to
agreement and certainty in the rational zone. As a result,
they have constructed ‘complacent’ strategies.

Traditionally, strategic thinking has first been developed
and tested within a military environment before crossing
over into business concepts. Therefore, if we understand
the impact of current military technology on strategic
thinking, we can anticipate strategic trends coming to
the business world.

In her book, ‘Uncharted; how to map the future together’,
Margaret Heffernan talks about a complicated world and
a complex world. They are not the same.
‘Complicated environments are linear, follow rules and are
predictable; like an assembly line, they can be planned,
managed, repeated and controlled. They’re maximised by
routine and efficiency. But the advent of globalisation,
coupled with pervasive communications, has made much
of life complex: non-linear and fluid, where very small
effects may produce disproportionate impacts.’4
The complicated world is akin to the rational zone of the
Stacey Matrix. In the complex world, different skills are
required to make better decisions for the long term.
The impact of technological automation is challenging
organisational complacency on strategic thinking and
decision-making. This impact is being felt in two ways:
w Automation and narrow Artificial Intelligence (AI)
applications are being used in the rational zone to make
low-level decisions.
w Technology is making human smarter and raising their
capabilities to allow them to work in the complex zone.
Our research findings highlight that some tasks finance
professionals currently do within their roles are at risk of
computerisation or have already been automated. Many
organisations are using automation to take over the rational
low-level decisions and simple rules-based process tasks.
When issues occur in these processes that don’t fit the
rules of the algorithm, they are flagged and removed for
human interaction and decision-making. These rejected
issues are more complex in nature and require some
problem-solving before a decision can be applied.

In his book, ‘Goliath: Why the west doesn’t win wars.
And what we need to do about it’, McFate develops 10 new
rules for warfare for a new age.
wR
 ule 1: Conventional war is dead
wR
 ule 2: Technology will not save us
wR
 ule 3: There is no such thing as war and peace - both
coexist, always
wR
 ule 4: Hearts and minds do not matter
wR
 ule 5: The best weapons do not fire bullets
wR
 ule 6: Mercenaries will return
wR
 ule 7: New types of world powers will rule
wR
 ule 8: There will be wars without states
wR
 ule 9: Shadow war will dominate
w Rule 10: Victory is fungible.5
These rules, if applied in a business context, will also make
sense to organisations globally.
The idea that organisations pursue ‘conventional’ or
‘unconventional’ means of competition is irrelevant
(rule 1). Conventional might refer to ‘familiar’ practices that
organisations have used previously. Consequently,
the only difference is that regulators have set standards
for conventional business practices, whereas the
unconventional has yet to be reviewed and regulated.
Without people and strategic direction, technology will not
save us (rule 2). It can provide strategic options, but it is
what people do with it that makes all the difference.
Strategic success comes from people’s skills and
how they use technology, not from merely investing
in new technology.

In many situations, we are delegating our responsibility to
business-analytical AI and algorithms. For the finance
professional, the automation of repetitive tasks frees up
time to concentrate on creating and preserving business
value. It moves organisations and finance professionals
into a more complex arena. But to work successfully with
complexity, we will all need to learn new skills, building
greater problem-solving and strategic thinking capabilities.
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As states struggle with the changing face of warfare,
where the enemy may not be another state, businesses
are in the front line of a blurring between war and peace
(rule 3). States are no longer at war or at peace in the
traditional sense. The growing cyber threat organisations
are experiencing is a prime example of how psychological
warfare is replacing physical conflict. Organisations are
also becoming embroiled in ‘pseudo’ conflicts, where states
use trade laws rather than direct action to apply pressure.
These include the use of state-sponsored boycotts and
restrictive import and export practices.
For organisations in the digital world, old competitors have
become platform partners in new ecosystems, and new
competitors are appearing from out of the blue, from
previously unrelated industries. Technology is driving this,
and strategic thinking needs to be flexible to meet the
uncertainties of the digital world.
‘Hearts and minds do not matter’ (rule 4), rests on the longheld assumption that all stakeholders think the same way.
However, as McFate points out, ‘Individuals can be bribed,
but not communities. It turns out that people will take your
stuff but not communities.’6 Technology is making it easier
for individuals to form social movements, with the aim of
changing or toppling your business. This increasing
customer empowerment needs strategic reflection.
Rule 5 refers to the fact that the traditional deterrents used by
organisations to dominate a market are largely obsolete.
Physical presence strategies are being replaced by ones
that seek to create influence and gain information superiority.
These manifest themselves in tactics that involve increased
monitoring, discrediting and counterattacking. ‘Shaping
people’s perception of reality is more powerful than
mobilizing a carrier strike group.’7
‘Mercenaries will return’ (rule 6), reflects the evidence that
states are increasingly turning to private companies and
contractors for protection. A knock-on effect of the sharing
economy, modelled on the likes of Netflix and Spotify, is
that renting a physical force is cheaper than owning it.
As national armies decrease, organisations will have to
reconsider their operations in unstable areas of the world.
They may have to pay private mercenaries to protect their
strategic interests in the future.
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McFate notes that the mega-corporations and the global
one per cent (the one per cent of the population that owns
fifty per cent of global wealth) will challenge state-on-state
engagement (rule 7). An often-quoted example is that of
Facebook and its number of regular users.
The Facebook user population (now estimated at 2 billion)
would make it the largest ‘populated country’ in the world.
Organisations of this scale could have more power and
influence than the states they sit within. This will cause the
blurring of corporate and political agendas, requiring
intense strategic thinking and changes in regulatory
relationships.
Rule 8 refers to the fact that the world is facing a new type
of warfare, where states are side-lined. The impact for
organisations is that deaths in modern wars are
overwhelmingly civilian. Organisations themselves might
be targeted in conflicts over, ‘economic gain, religious
beliefs, identity, culture, glory, revenge…anything.’8
Shadow wars (rule 9), are exposed by the increasing
number of cyber-attacks on organisations. Shadow
competition is increasingly turning to internet troll
factories and AI bots to create disinformation and
confusion about genuine organisations. Peter Pomerantsev,
in his book, ‘This is Not Propaganda’, notes:
‘The powerful have adapted, and now social media mobs
and cyber militias harassed, smeared and intimidated
dissenting voices into silence, or undermined their
reputation so that no one would listen to them.’9
Today’s cyber-wars are all about gaining influence and
using the internet to change people’s minds.
Finally, ‘victory is fungible’ (rule 10), is a reminder that
organisations don’t need to win battles to win a war.
Successful organisations survive through cunning, not by
being the strongest. In a digital world, an agile strategy is
more important for an organisation’s survival than how
much technology they can invest in.
McFate’s rules may sound alarming, but when thinking
about your organisation’s strategy you need to look out for
and understand these kinds of changes in the external
environment. The bigger picture and world contexts are
important. ‘In the age of durable disorder, grand strategy
should seek to prevent problems from becoming crises
and crises from becoming conflicts.’10 Have these rules at
the back of your mind as you read this white paper.

What is strategy?

Challenging outdated theories

The CIMA Official Terminology defines strategy as; ‘Course
of action, including the specification of resources required
to achieve a specific objective.’11 For many organisations,
the terms ‘Strategy’ and ‘Strategic Plan’ are interchangeable.
However, the Official Terminology makes a distinction and
defines a strategic plan as a ‘Statement of long-term goals
along with a definition of the strategies and policies which
will ensure the achievement of these goals.’12

The saying goes, ‘Generals always fight the last war’. The
same can be said for established business leaders and the
guardians of organisational strategy. Think about major
companies that have disappeared since 2000 (such as
Blockbusters in 2010 and Kodak in 2012). Were the
leaders of these companies trying to build sustainable
organisations in a 21st century digital world using
outdated 20th century business thinking and concepts?

Clearly strategy is not planning. As Harry Yarger says,
planning is the activity that makes strategy actionable.13
Planning relies on certainty and bridges the gap between
strategy and execution. Consequently, strategy and
planning require different ways of thinking.

McFate goes further and suggests, ‘We like to study victories
that make us feel good and ignore the unpleasant lessons
of failure.’18 These outdated victories are then built into our
organisational strategic thinking.

‘Strategy is fundamentally about choices; it reflects a
preference for a future state or condition and determines
how to best get there.’14
Another important premise highlighted by Yarger is that
‘strategy is proactive and anticipatory, not predictive.’15

If our organisations are to remain sustainable for a digital
world, it is clear from our research that we must:
wd
 evote more time to thinking strategically
wm
 ove into the data and information space
w learn from failure.

The definition of strategy in the CGMA Global
Management Accounting Principles states,
‘Strategy articulates an organisation’s purpose, its longterm objectives and how it expects to achieve them.
The strategy considers the external environment, including
the competitive, economic, regulatory and legal landscapes.
This means the organisation’s strategic position, strategic
options, strategic risks and strategic implementation can
be fully appraised.’16
Strategy is art
Strategic thinking and decision-making require difference
skills and a different focus. This is because strategy is art.
The operational and tactical processes on which we tend
to focus most of our daily activity are based in science. It’s
where most finance professionals are at their most comfortable,
constructing and playing with scientific laws of efficiency
and cost. McFate points out, ‘Tactics are complicated, but
strategy is complex.’ He goes on to explain, ‘complicated
systems can be solved, while complex once cannot.’17

This strategic thinking supplement is broken down
into three areas:
w The strategic challenges organisations face.
w Changing finance function performance to meet
the strategic challenges.
w Changing skills, competencies and mindset to
ensure strategic performance.
Appendices to the introduction
w To learn more about our research framework and
research methodology see appendix A.
w To read a brief history of strategy see appendix B.

Strategic thinking requires, not only different thinking, but
also a different environment in which to flourish. It needs
people who can think about their organisations and
businesses creatively, who aren’t afraid of complexity. That
can be difficult for finance professionals who’ve spent
most of their education and working live thinking about
‘tactical complicatedness’. For organisations, this means
creating safe spaces where creativity and strategic
thinking can be fostered and cultivated.
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2. The strategic challenges
organisations face
This section focuses on the strategic challenges that threaten organisations’ long-term success.
Our research is telling us that the digital world is changing
rapidly and in unpredictable ways. Organisations that fail
to adapt their strategic thinking and decision-making to
keep pace with this complex world risk losing out and
becoming irrelevant.
Here we will:
w Explore technology and its impact upon
strategic thinking
w Focus on data and prediction methods
w Look at how automation is changing our strategic
thinking and decision-making ability
w Profile the difference between what is tactical and what
is strategic
w Move strategic thinking into the complex zone of the
Stacey Matrix.
Technology: the main driver of change for organisations
This chief disrupter presents an opportunity and a risk.
It is transforming what organisations do and changing
their business models. Technology has also changed
strategy and its development. Once familiar rules of
business and strategy are in flux. It feels increasingly
difficult to find strategic opportunities that will create
competitive advantage and build sustainable organisations
of the future. Those trying to develop strategies using
outdated 20th century business thinking will fail in a
21st century digital world.

The impact of social media and Integrated Reporting on
strategy
The new transparency created by social media means that
everything an organisation does is in the public domain.
Traditionally, an organisation’s strategic thinking and
decision-making was an internal process. Its strategy
document was a secret to the outside world. Today, partly
in reaction to the Integrated Reporting movement, more
organisations are publishing their strategies in their
integrated annual reports.
One of the guiding principles underpinning the preparation
of an integrated report, driving the content of the report
and how information is presented, is ‘strategic focus and
future orientation’:
‘An integrated report should provide insight into the
organization’s strategy, and how it relates to the organization’s
ability to create value in the short, medium and long term,
and to its use of and effects on the capitals.’19
Integrated Reporting and the publication of an organisation’s
strategy is part of a growing and very real multi-stakeholder
empowerment, linked to technology. Today, stakeholders
want reports that do more than merely focus on financial
capital and conventional financial data. They increasingly
want to understand how the shared value an organisation
creates benefits not only its direct stakeholders, but also
the value it generates for wider society and the
environment as well.
The direct impact of this call from stakeholders for
transparency is upon an organisation’s strategic purpose.
Stakeholders are challenging a long-held view that the sole
purpose of an organisation is to increase profits in a
‘Shareholder Value Maximization’ model. What Milton
Friedman labelled, ‘the only social responsibility of
business is to increase its profits within the rules of the
game.’20 In ‘All In: The Future of Business Leadership’,
Grayson, Coulter and Lee note that:
‘We have come a long way from Milton Friedman’s view
that the only purpose of business is to maximise profits
for shareholders, with more and more business leaders
and management theorists arguing that there is a greater
Purpose for companies than simply making money.’21
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In August 2019, the Business Roundtable, an association
of the Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of America’s leading
companies, issued a statement on the purpose of a
corporation. The statement, signed by 181 CEOs, all
committed to lead their companies for the benefit of all
stakeholders. This includes, customers, employees,
suppliers and communities as well as shareholders.22

The role of exhaust data

Looking beyond profit

This by-product, labelled ‘exhaust data’, is today being
used by investment organisations to test other companies’
strategic reporting robustness. In one example, an investment
firm has turned to using the comments left on the Glassdoor
employment website to assess an organisations’ health
before investing.26 Glassdoor allows employees, both
current and former, to anonymously review their organisations
and rate salaries. Other examples of companies using
exhaust data are travel comparison site TripAdvisor’ and
the customer product reviews found on Amazon and other
shopping sites. When exhaust data is compared to an
organisation’s own view of their strategic directions,
stakeholders are more informed about the true health of
that company and better able to hold them accountable.

The strategic purpose provides the foundation for why
an organisation exists. As models of capitalism and the
millennial generation’s expectations of business change,
organisations need increasingly to think about their wider
societal impact and their ability to help build a more
sustainable world. Once an organisation has synthesis on
this, it needs to become the DNA of their purpose and built
into their strategic direction. The advice from Grayson,
Coulter and Lee is to: ‘Create an authentic and clear
company Purpose that drives both business and
sustainability impact in line with all five leadership
attributes [Purpose, Plan, Culture, Collaboration, and,
Advocacy].’23
Words of warning on strategic purpose statements come
from Margaret Heffernan:
‘Most are meaningless, lathered on top of old value
statements and mission statements without any substantive
change in power structures or decision-making… What the
debate around corporate purpose most clearly voices is
how far organisations struggle to understand and articulate
their role in the larger world that they inhabit, and on which
they depend.’24
It is important to understand that an organisation’s
strategic transparency is not then taken at face value in
the wider ecosystem. Stakeholders now have access to
other sources of data and information to compare against
an organisation’s strategy.

Whenever individuals and organisations go online, they
leave digital trails of ‘breadcrumbs’ that companies like
Google and Facebook hoover up to increase their
understanding of human behaviour. In time, these behavioural
nuggets are used by digital companies to change business
models and nudge customers towards new products.25

Data, prediction and scenario planning
In the 22nd Annual Global CEO Survey from PwC, one area
of focus was the ‘information gap’.27 The report noted that,
‘the gap between the data CEOs need and what they get
– has not closed in ten years.’ This is measured as the gap
between data’s importance and its comprehensiveness; so if
it is scores highly for its importance, but poorly for
completeness and quality, a wide information gap exists.
Table 2.1 How adequate is the data that CEOs receive, 201928
How adequate is
the data that you
receive?

2019 Critical/
important

2019
Comprehensive

Data about your
customers’
and clients’
preferences and
needs

94%

15%

Data about
your brand and
reputation

90%

24%

Data about the
risks to which
the business is
exposed

87%

22%
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Interestingly, when it came to financial forecasts and
projections, there was a narrower data gap between
critical/important (89%) and comprehensive (41%).
What the report does not recognise is the shift that the
leaders of organisations are experiencing. Increasingly,
CEOs are having to make decisions about strategy and
long-term success that fall within the complex world.
Predictability in the complex world is minimal at best, even
with more data and information to hand. Therefore, as
Watts recommends, organisations need a flexible
approach to strategic thinking.
‘Managing strategic uncertainty is then a matter of creating
“strategic flexibility” by building strategies around the core
elements and hedging the contingent elements through
investments in various strategic options.’29
Our research is suggesting that the data deluge has made it
harder for individuals to make decisions. Rather than being
more informed, our access to ever-increasing amounts of
information is making us less capable of weighing up
possible strategic choices. This paralysis is made worse by
what Peter Pomerantsev labels ‘The Weaponisation of
Information’.30 This occurs when information is placed into
an environment to smudge facts, encourage disagreement
or foster ambiguity and confusion.
It is time to place less emphasis on pure future predictions
when thinking strategically, and to spend more time
experimenting with multiple futures based on evidence.
Scenario planning can help. Scenarios can aid quality
decision-making by allowing a group to interrogate
possible actions and understand upfront the resulting
impacts and long-term consequences. Once you have
answered the question, ‘what is going on here?’, scenario
planning focuses on two further questions:
w What could happen?
w What would be the impact?
For each major decision, develop between two and four
distinct scenarios. Any more will be confusing and
counterproductive. Then concentrate upon building
organisational agility for when a scenario materialises.
The lesson here is simple. You can’t see or predict the
future with any certainty – but, with the right insight, you
can prepare for it. At its most basic level, that’s what
having a strategy can do for your organisation.
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Technology feedback loops: tactical capabilities
impacting strategy
This is a trend from military circles and comes from the
use of narrow AI within automated drone weapon
technology. Kenneth Payne refers to the ‘OODA loop’ –
Observe, Orient, Decide and Act. It was first used in the
Korean War to understand pilot performance. The speed at
which pilots could engage the OODA loop was reflected in
their kill ratio.31 However, when comparing a current pilot’s
and an automated drone’s OODA loop speed, the AI
technology is 101 times faster. The speed and automaticity
of AI decisions challenges the ability of human strategies
to control the action, as Payne points out:
‘Our concern here is more straightforwardly strategic: how
far can humans control the action if decisions are being
made at blinding speed by machines? Strategy, after all, is
about choice, notably how and when to use force. If it ever
happens, AGI [Artificial General Intelligence] will
theoretically be able to make macro-level decisions about
force, most notably about when to escalate or threaten it
in order to coerce or deter adversaries.’32
The issue for organisations is how will they control
strategic direction and operational activities if machines
are making decisions at extraordinary speeds? Eventually,
AI could force human-decision makers out of the OODA
loop of key organisational strategic decisions.
In military circles, although an automated drone strike may
be viewed as a tactical activity, it will have strategic
effects. The same goes for automated processes within
an organisation. Tactical decisions have a reach into
strategy, but automated processes currently do not refer
to an organisation’s risk appetite parameters or provide
humanlike calculations for their decisions. A machine’s
judgments could have unintended escalations into strategy
that are not immediately transparent. We haven’t even
started to get a real grasp of the ethics of using robots and
algorithms when delegating our routine decision-making
responsibility and its impacts on strategy. At the very least,
organisations must understand the key differences
between AI and human decision-making.

As Payne says:

Confusing tactics with strategy

‘But again we should emphasise that these are
technological systems that use past data to answer
immediate practical questions, rather than scientific
systems that seek to understand how the world works:
they are to be judged solely on how well they carry out the
limited task at hand, although the form of the learned
algorithms may provide some insights, they are not
expected to have imagination or have super-healing skills
in everyday life.’ 33

‘Strategy is art while tactics is science.’35

The consequences, as stated by Payne, although in a
military context, are real lessons for organisations in the
future. There will be dramatic implications for strategy:
‘AI like this raises the prospect of a radical change in human
strategy because intelligent machines will make decisions
on a cognitive basis quite different from evolved human
strategy.’34
It follows that, somewhere within an organisation, there
needs to be some expertise or a body of knowledge that
understands the wider impact of tactical AI decisionmaking. This needs to be a function that can audit the AI
process and understand its outputs, possible outcomes
and impact on strategy.
Another problem comes when an organisation decides to
refocus around a new strategic scenario. In the past, any
change in direction could be simply communicated to
staff. In the digital world, any tactical algorithms and
automated processes will continue as they were originally
programmed. Time, therefore, needs to be built into
understanding how to realign AI processes to meet new
strategic goals.

Many organisations fail to realise the difference between
tactics and strategy.
Strategy should be at the top of an organisation, using all
the company’s capabilities to achieve its communal
interests. However, many organisations confuse tactics
with strategy. They pursue a purely tactical approach to
strategic problems, focusing on internal operational
activities without linking them to the organisation’s
strategic objectives. This rarely leads to achieving strategic
goals or helping to change the organisation’s ecosystem.
Tactical setbacks at the operational level can largely be
overcome, but failure at the strategic level can cause the
collapse of an organisation.36
Organisations also fail to realise that tactics and strategy
require different ways of thinking. McFate calls them
‘diametrically opposed.’37 It is becoming clearer that
traditional ways of tactical thinking and decision-making
do not work in the move from a rational, complicated
world to a complex world. Increasing complexity requires a
more creative, strategic way of problem solving. Strategic
thinkers need to focus on an organisation’s future in innovative
ways and be able to experiment with a range of scenarios.
So look out for the individuals in your organisation who
think differently. Nurture their strategic creativity. Create
spaces in which individuals can come together to play and
experiment with the organisation’s strategic choices.
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Time for organisations to move into the complex world
We all understand the need for a business strategy.
However, thinking strategically has become a tick box
exercise in an annual planning cycle: steps carried out in a
sequence in the hope they will lead to the production of a
successful integrated strategy. Henry Mintzerg highlights
the danger of taking an ‘assembly line’ approach:
‘Organizational strategies cannot be created by the logic
used to assemble automobiles.’38 The other extreme is the
‘HIPPO’ approach to developing strategy, where the ‘Highest
Paid Person’s Opinion’ becomes the strategic direction.
In the average Board meeting, we are discouraged from
thinking strategically. It takes time and is hard work. It’s
much easier to stick to the easy tactic-based tasks or
operational processes that need a tweak. These can be
resolved quickly. They don’t require much thinking and you
can brag to your colleagues about just how much your
meeting has achieved. As Stacey observes:
‘If you sit and watch them at work in the boardroom,
however, you will observe that they usually spend 90 per
cent of their time together reviewing past results against
budget, legitimising decisions already taken, and attending
to administrative matters, in that order of importance. This
leaves less than 10 per cent of the time for what all board
members say is their principle function.’39
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In the digital world we are experiencing huge technological
change. This impacts on our abilities to develop meaningful
business strategies. Our strategic thinking has in the past
been based upon the assumption of a linear cause and
effect relationship in a stable environment. Stacey
highlights our false thinking:
‘Success is assumed to be a state of equilibrium and,
because they are close to equilibrium, the future time
paths of successful organisations are predictable.’40
The rise of Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s ‘black swans’
shows us that the predictions of future states on which
our strategies are built can crumble in an instant.41
Our organisations are far from an equilibrium, and
are in business environments bounded by instability.
Consequently, our strategic thinking needs to reflect
and embrace the uncertain journey ahead.

3. Changing finance function performance
to meet the strategic challenges
This section focuses on the performance required from finance functions to help organisations
create and preserve value in the face of unprecedented and disruptive change in a digital world.
In it, we:
w Explore the link between strategy and
the business model
w Reveal the role finance functions are
playing in developing strategy
w Consider technological automation and its impact
on strategic decision making
w Profile the finance function’s role in facilitating
strategic collaboration.
Recognising the finance function’s changing mandate
The finance function now has a mandate to go beyond its
core accounting role. This change doesn’t discard core
accounting; it’s still an essential foundation of the finance
function. However, enabled by technology, finance is now
capable of assessing a broader range of strategic information
and becoming more influential in an organisation’s
decision-making. It’s time to step up and occupy the space
that, as our research reveals, senior finance and nonfinance people believe the finance function of the future
must own.

This emerging strategic mandate is based on a twin belief:
first, that the finance function has a unique end-to-end
view of an organisation; and second, that the CFO has the
business understanding to work alongside the CEO as a
co-pilot.42
The link between an organisation’s strategy and the
business model
The Global Management Accounting Principles state:
‘Management accounting connects the organisation’s
strategy to its business model’.43 Management accounting
helps organisations to simulate different strategic
scenarios to understand their impact on generating and
preserving value.

Figure 3.1. Management accounting linking strategy to the business model44
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An organisation’s strategy sets out corporate objectives,
which are implemented through the business model.
The business model explains how value is generated,
delivered and preserved. An organisation’s business model
is its chosen system of ‘inputs, business activities, outputs
and outcomes.’45 The business model brings together
different sub-units of the organisation in how it:
w Defines value

It also connects the organisation and its evolving
environment with emerging ecosystems, enabled
by technology.
Our research reveals that finance professionals, especially
those involved in strategic thinking, must be able to use
the business model to grasp the end-to-end view of the
organisation and its interactions with its ecosystem.
For more on business models download the CGMA 2018
white paper, ‘Business Model Concepts’ from CGMA.org.

w Creates value
w Delivers value
w Captures and shares the value among its various
stakeholders.

Figure 3.2. The CGMA Business Model Framework

For whom and with whom do we create value?

Define

How do we share the benefits
of value creation to incentivise
key stakeholders to continue to
partner with us to create and
deliver value?

Capture

Create

Deliver

How we match and deliver our products and
services to the right customer at the right
time, place and price?
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How and with what do we
create the products, services
and experiences that meet
customer needs?

One question asked respondents to indicate the role
finance functions play in defining and executing business
strategies. The results reveal that:

Finance functions and strategy development
Historically, the finance function’s focus has been around
promoting organisational efficiencies and reducing
operational costs. In many organisations, this focus has
driven lean operational processes – and now there is little
or no fat left to trim.

w 38% lead on the definition and reporting of
strategic KPIs
w 31% lead on setting targets for the enterprise and
business units

Technology is also at a point where machines can
independently monitor process-costing and highlight
patterns of efficiency. This is allowing the finance function
to refocus its energy on revenue and value creation, of
which strategy development and decision-making is a
key function.

w 44% lead with scenario analysis for strategic initiatives.
The 38 per cent of finance functions that lead on the
definition and reporting of KPIs were more likely to
describe themselves as being in ‘high-performing
companies in highly competitive industries’. The strategy
team within these organisations were also more likely to
report into the finance function, and their diagnostic
processes were more likely to be ‘somewhat automated’.

Our online global survey included questions to understand
the role of finance in developing and monitoring strategy.
These revealed that 10 per cent of respondents see
themselves as having a focus on strategy within the finance
function. In addition, 37 per cent of strategy functions report
directly into the finance function and the CFO.

Figure 3.3. The role finance plays in defining and executing business strategies

38

56

6

Define and report
strategic KPIs

Leads/owns

31

61

8

Set targets for the Enterprise
and Business Units

Facilitates/supports

44

46

10

Perform scenario analysis
for strategic initiatives

Minimal involvement
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Don’t be rigid about scenario planning
The 44 per cent of finance functions that lead scenario
analysis for strategic initiatives are more comfortable
using non-financial data to support decision-making and
developing customer value propositions. However, some
words of warning: make sure your scenario planning does
not become too prescriptive. Margaret Heffernan
highlights that as finance professionals we need to be
aware that ‘Models can become too rigid and their makers
so wedded to them as to become blind to disconfirming
data’.46 John Kay and Mervyn King, meanwhile, warn that
decision makers need to understand that ‘When people
take these financial models too literally, populate them
with invented numbers and base important decisions on
them, the models become misleading, even dangerous’.47

Our research indicates that the rates at which finance
functions start to lead, own, define and execute business
strategies are not evenly distributed across all organisations,
sectors and industries. However, when plotted on a Rogers’
adoption bell curve (figure 3.4.), all three of the leading
ownership indicators are in the ‘Early Majority’ stage.
It is encouraging to find that ‘perform scenario analysis for
strategic initiatives’ is about to reach a tipping point and
move into the ‘Late Majority’ sector of the adoption curve.
The survey results therefore demonstrate that finance
functions are becoming much more strategic in their focus.

Figure 3.4. Finance function adoption of leading and owning the definition and execution of business strategies

Define & report strategic KPIs (38%)

Perform scenario analysis for strategic initiatives (44%)

Set targets for the enterprise &
business units (31%)

2.5%
Innovators
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13.5%
Early
adopters

34%
Early
majority

34%
Late
majority

16%
Laggards

Basic finance activities: from information to impact
Our research reveals that automation is freeing people up
to progress along the basic finance activities. These are at
the heart of a finance function, its functional DNA.
As more tasks involved with information are automated
(assembling data to provide information and turning data
into analysis), finance professionals are being released to
take on activities with real influence and impact.

Take the writing of monthly management information.
Software is now available that can produce management
information at the press of a button, in real time, with
customised language that suits your organisation.
The software can also draft PowerPoint slide decks to
complement your report and influence your audiences.
Such technological change shifts the key skills of the
finance professional from ‘knowledge’ to ‘meaning’.
The opportunity for them to add value is in the areas
of management and strategy, not the pure accounting
aspects of the basic functions. Skills required include
advising through stakeholder interaction, applying
expertise to help with impactful decision-making and
experimenting with strategic choices.

Figure 3.5. Basic finance activities – from information to impact
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Technological automation and strategic decision making
AI’s speed of decision-making, even at a tactical level,
is impacting strategy and its development. AI decisionmaking loop speeds are already outstripping those of
humans. Therefore, at a basic level the finance function
needs to be aware of the kind of decisions that have been
automated within an organisation and the possible
strategic implications.
A recent paper by Shrestha, Ben-Menahem and Krogh
examined how AI is changing organisations’ decisionmaking structures. It is a good starting point for
understanding where humans and AI can work together
to enable better decision-making when assessing strategic
choices. The paper focuses on three categories where
decisions made by humans can be combined with AIbased decisions:
i. Full human to Al delegation
ii. Hybrid- human-to-AI-sequential and AI-to-humansequential decision making
iii. A
 ggregated human-AI decision making.48
i. Full human to Al delegation
This is where AI-based algorithms make decisions without
human intervention. These are already common in the
rational zone of the Stacey Matrix (figure 1.1), where the
AI is focused on narrow existing data sets to find patterns
and make simple predictions. Such systems are being
used in the banking sector to assess the credit risks of
new customers. Where simple applications for finance
products rely on AI or algorithms to weed out possible
exceptions and make approval decisions. This is carried
out at speed, normally in real time, where it is vital that
decisions are accurate and replicable.
In this situation, the finance function and finance
professionals need to understand:
w The calculations behind the AI or algorithms
w Any possible bias in the system
w The impacts of external frameworks like General Data
Protection Regulations (GDPR).
This is because in most examples (such as dynamic
pricing systems, fraud detection and product recommending
systems) human decision-makers retain responsibility for
the decision.
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ii. Hybrid- human-to-AI-sequential and AI-to-humansequential decision making
Here, humans and AI-based algorithms make decision
sequentially. One decision and its corresponding output
is built upon to inform another’s decision. So a human
decision could be input into an algorithmic decision, or
vice-versa. The sequential nature of the process builds on
the strengths of both human and AI based decisionmaking. Normally these are algorithmic decisions that
are used as inputs into human decision-making.49
In this situation the finance function needs to be able to
follow the chain of decision-making events and sense
check the inputs and outputs. Throughout, the chains need
checking for errors and systemic or institutional biases.
The authors also point out:
‘The lack of interpretability of the AI-based decisions in the
second phase can potentially deprive human decision
makers from the opportunity to learn from past cases and
events.’50
iii. Aggregated human-AI decision making
Here decisions are allocated to human and AI decisionmakers based on their respective strengths. Then their
interpretations are brought together to form an aggregated
collective decision. This is done using a weighted average
or a majority voting system. Both humans and AI-based
systems are part of the collective decision-making group
or ‘committee’. In this partnership, errors and biases from
either side can be exposed and minimised.
For the finance function these three trends show the rapid
advancement of technology on organisational decisionmaking. They highlight possibilities and limitations for
organisations moving forward when building decisionmaking structures to consider strategic choices.
Shrestha, Ben-Menahem and Krogh also point out some of
the issues organisations need to be openly discussing.
These include the risk of data manipulation, countering
bias and unfairness embedded in AI systems, and how to
provide a higher level of transparency or interpretability of
decisions. As they say:
‘Because AI technologies advance rapidly, organizations
must remain vigilant to the strengths and limitations of AI
in fully delegated and hybrid human-AI decision-making
structures.’51

Shape and structure of the finance function in the
digital world
The shape of the finance function is evolving from
a hierarchical triangle into a pentagonal structure.
In the pentagonal structure, each level has its own layers
of management bands. However, expert teams across the
levels collaborate as equals to achieve shared corporate
objectives. Finance professionals therefore increasingly
work in multidisciplinary teams, assembling combinations
of skills that support the business.

ii. Strategic partnership for value
Partnering with the organisation for value, professionals in
this layer provide insight by interaction with both internal
and external stakeholders. They interpret and use financial
statements and other data to generate and communicate
further strategic insight.
This insight is used to influence strategy and decision-making,
to control operations and in the implementation of strategy.
Their Influence enables stakeholders, inside and outside of
the organisation, to create and implement strategy.

i. Leading the finance function

iii. Generating insights

In the top layer, the main focus is to provide strategic
leadership by applying expert technical skills and
formulating strategy (including financial strategy). This
includes:

The technical specialists at this level operate systems of
sense-making and interpretation. Their insights help create
the building blocks of the organisation’s strategic story.
They also analyse the information behind the strategy and
tell the machines what to do to achieve the strategic goals.

w Quality of strategic decision-making

iv. Assembling and extracting data

w Risk management
w Capital and resource optimisation.
Leaders enable the creation of strategic direction, ensure
governance oversight of current strategy and allocate
resources to assist strategy execution.

Finally, individuals and teams in this layer apply accounting
rules, policies and standards to collecting, cleaning and
connecting data relevant to the strategy. They gather the
information for building the strategic development narrative.

Figure 3.6. The shape of the finance function in the digital world

Strategic thinking and decision making

Level 1

Strategic
leadership

Systems and technologies of
governance and oversight

Level 2

Strategic partnership for value
to influence and shape how the
organisation creates and preserves valu e

Systems and technologies of
engagement

Level 3

Technical specialists
providing insights in their
respective areas

Systems and technologies of
interpretation

Level 4

Managing processes and applying
accounting rules to assemble and
extract data

Systems and technologies of
recording
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The power of a good question

As Epstein notes:

‘I would rather have questions that cannot be answered
than answers that cannot be questioned.’

‘Whether chemists, physicists, or political scientists, the
most successful problem solvers spend mental energy
figuring out what type of problems they are facing before
matching a strategy to it, rather than jumping in with
memorized procedures.’53

This quote, attributed to the late theoretical physicist
Professor Richard Feynman, emphasises that strategy
is fundamentally about choices on a future state.
Questioning and playing with different choices must
therefore be a prime activity for all involved in strategic
thinking.
Thanks to technology, we now live in a world where answers
are cheap, plentiful and instant. However, the finance
professional’s ability to construct a good question also
becomes paramount. The curiosity of a good question is
worth a million good answers – it has the ability to inspire
and compel people to think and act.
The way a question is framed will also influence responses.
Positive or negative framing of a question will influence
the impression given to respondents. David Spiegelhalter
highlights a process of priming, where, ‘the responses to
questions can also be influenced by what has been asked
beforehand’.52 The finance function, which has traditionally
provided organisations and internal customers with a
precise numerical solution, now needs to consider such
issues. It now has a role in building strategic curiosity
around the organisation. The lesson is one of problem
solving and being able to match an issue with the right
strategy.
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Instead of rushing for the instant answer, we all need to
build time into our working lives for fluid contemplation
and the construction of a good question. The rise of
machine learning means that we need to be able to articulate
our curiosity into ‘good questions’, which AI and algorithms
can then ponder and develop into scenarios for our
possible future strategic choices.

Strategic collaboration
The Global Management Accounting Principles remind us
that strategic development and execution must be an
organisation-wide conversation:
‘Discussions about strategy execution takes place at all
levels of the organisation and should involve all employees,
eliminating siloed activity and thinking. This allows a clear
line of sight between top-line objectives and individual
targets. Management accounting brings rigour to these
conversations, rooting them in evidence and informed
judgement about the future.’54

As finance functions work with the rest of the organisation,
they can break down siloed activity and thinking. They can
also encourage diverse strategic thinking from across an
organisation. This is because they can circumnavigate the
usual top-down ‘chain of command’ approach in favour of
a ‘chain of communication’.55

Figure 3.7. From a chain of command to a chain of communication

Finance function

Finance function
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Information and data within an organisation flies in many
directions. However, they generally flow in and out of the
finance function as this is uniquely positioned at the heart
of a business. This provides the finance function with
numerous entry points of communication between itself,
other internal business functions, supply chain partners
and external stakeholders. It occupies a unique position,
where it can break down one-way communication that
obscures complex problems. Instead, it can provide a
healthy and diverse tension across an organisation.
Collective diversity in organisations builds better strategic
thinking, decision-making and leads to innovation.
As Matthew Syed has commented:
‘We see that innovation is not merely about the insights of
particular people, but the networks that permit their
recombination. And we see that the success of humanity
is less about individual brains than the emergent
properties of the collective brain.’56
Countries around the world are witnessing the polarisation
of views, which can lead to national rigidity. This is where a
group believes there is only one approach to a problem
and will not consider any different or new approaches.
Jared Diamond suggests there has been a breakdown
of political compromise. In part, he emphasises, this is
caused by people being more connected to electronic
devices than to other people face to face:
‘It’s much easier to be rude and dismissive towards words
on a screen than towards a live person looking you in the
face. Once we’ve thus gotten accustomed to being abusive
at a distance, it’s an easier step to being abusive also to a
live person.’57
In larger organisations, polarisation between departments
and across business structures is beginning to seep into
company culture. Societal polarisation is also leading to
the increase in the ‘Weaponisation of Information’ within
an organisation. The finance function has an important
role to play here, calling out untruths and refocusing the
organisation on evidence-based debate and decisionmaking. This role reinforces a shared identity and shared
core values across an organisation, helping to build one
organisational truth or story.
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‘Adjacent possible’ and conflict mining
Just as the finance function needs to discourage
destructive, polarised thinking, it also needs to recognise
artificial harmony at the other end of the scale. Just like
polarisation, this will not unleash innovative strategies that
lead organisations forward.
In his work on team dysfunctions, Patrick Lencioni
suggests the use of ‘conflict mining’ to maintain a creative
balance between constructive and destructive conflict.
Productive conflict in meetings leads to better debates,
more robust analysis of the strategic choices and more
informed decision-making. With its unique position, the
finance function therefore has an important role in building
collaborative networks and mining them for positive
conflict.58 This facilitation role helps foster group
experimentation, leading to more innovative future
strategic choices.
This unique position also allows the finance function to
explore and facilitate so-called ‘adjacent possible’ strategic
scenarios. This concept is based on the research of Steven
Johnson into ‘Where Good Ideas Come From’.59 Johnson
reminds us that solutions and good decisions don’t usually
emerge in isolation. By bringing different parts of the
organisation together with external suppliers and
stakeholders, they can open doors to new possibilities, ‘that
you couldn’t have reached from your original starting
point.’60 This highlights the importance of the environment
when thinking strategically:
‘Innovative environments are better at helping their
inhabitants explore the adjacent possible, because they
expose a wide and diverse sample of spare parts –
mechanical or conceptual – and they encourage novel
ways of recombining those parts. Environments that block
or limit those new combinations – by punishing
experimentation, by obscuring certain branches of
possibility, by making the current state so satisfying that
no one bothers to explore the edges – will, on average,
generate and circulate fewer innovations than
environments that encourage exploration.’61

Creating the strategic thinking safe space
for organisations
We have a duty with our finance functions to provide and
facilitate innovative spaces. Think of them as ‘strategic
incubators’, where you can set up safe spaces for creating
and testing strategic options before implementing and
embedding them across an organisation.
In one of our research interviews, an employee at a US
multinational technology company described the finance
function as ‘the playground of problems’. They explained
that it was best to spend time playing with an issue or
problem, to better understand it. Here the openness to
experiment through the curious eyes of a child challenges
our pre-learned assumptions to find the most innovative
solutions. This importance is also revealed by the fact that
44 per cent of finance functions lead in scenario analysis
for strategic initiatives.

Just as pharmaceutical companies carry out clinical trials
to determine the causes and effects of new medical
treatments, so finance functions should use scenario
planning. Whenever an organisation is considering
strategic choices, they should help review the evidence
systemically and bring together multiple data points.
Finally, the finance function needs to always remember
that prediction is almost impossible in the complex world.
Strategic choices are therefore about remaining flexible so
an alternative planned scenario can be considered as it
starts to materialise.
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4. Changing skills, competencies and
mindset to ensure strategic performance
This section focuses on the skills, competencies and mindset that finance professionals need to
address the strategic challenges organisations face.
We will:

Moving from the rational to the complex

w Explore how the brain is required to think strategically

Traditionally, the right side of the brain was seen as intuitive,
providing creativity and artistic interpretation. It was holistic
thinking that decision-making sorely needed. The right side
also helps move us from the rational, complicated world to
the complex world. This means being able to take knowledge
from across many disciplines and apply them creatively to
the strategic issues at hand. It is what Epstein labels,
‘avoiding cognitive entrenchment’.65 Today, neuropsychology
doesn’t see brain function as so clearly divided. However, it
is clear that different parts of the brain play roles in
strategic thinking and decision-making other than
analytical activity.66

w Profile the CGMA competency framework
w Highlight the strategic content in the 2019 CIMA
professional qualification syllabus
w Consider how to make the shift from a ‘finance business
partner’ space to a ‘finance business polymath’ universe.
If finance professionals are going to focus more on strategic
thinking in the digital world, we need to change our approach.
As already stated, tactical tasks find their basis in the
scientific, whereas strategic thinking is found in the artistic.
So the move from tactical to strategic requires different
thinking and using different parts of the brain. It’s now
about using the brain’s full capacity.
Reflecting about linear thinking, the scientist and
environmentalist James Lovelock observed:
‘I am an inventor and when I look back I realize that almost
all my successful inventions have emerged in my mind
intuitively. I do not invent by the logical application of
scientific knowledge. But I acknowledge that the existence
in my mind of this knowledge somehow brings it together
intuitively as an invention.’62
For those involved in strategy and decision-making, the
lesson is clear: you must wake up your personal creativity
by engaging all parts of your brain. Traditionally, it was
believed that the analytical left side of the brain was
naturally where finance professionals were more
comfortable. This was the scientific side where operational
process and organisational tactics are formed. It was
responsible for linear, reductive thinking which led to
narrow-focused specialisation.63 Epstein notes:
‘Accountants and bridge and poker players develop
accurate intuition through repetitive experience... But when
the rules are altered just slightly, it makes [these] experts
appear to have traded flexibility for narrow skill.’64
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When thinking about skills, competencies and a mindset
to ensure strategic performance, you must engage your
whole brain. For the analytical parts of the brain, strategic
practice and process is amply covered by the CGMA
competency framework and 2019 CIMA professional
qualification syllabus. This includes monitoring and
reporting on performance against strategic objectives
and plans.

For the artistic parts of the brain, strategic practice and
creativity should be a more fluid experience that moves
you out of your area of expertise. One way of looking at it
is to develop new skills, competencies and a mindset that
moves you from a ‘finance business partner’ space to a
‘finance business polymath’ universe.

The CGMA Competency Framework
‘The framework is designed to help management
accountants and their employers understand the knowledge
requirements and assess the skills needed for both current
and desired roles. It is the foundation that will demonstrate
the relevance and capabilities of a CGMA as a trusted
finance and business strategist.’68

Great artists have the technical ability to zoom in and
create minute detail, alongside the wider vision to understand
the bigger picture. They understand how these two
perspectives work together. The portable picture viewing
tool helps artists do this.

Each of the five CGMA competency areas has a different
strategic focus:

When held up to view a scene, the tool’s transparent lined
rectangular frame combines the detail view of a single
triangle within the context of the whole framework. In an
organisation, finance professionals can use this ‘frame of
mind’ to understand how the work of a department fits
into the wider strategy or business model. As Epstein says:

w Business skills: understanding of the organisation’s
environment, current strategic position and direction,
with strong analytical skills and the ability to advise on
strategic options for the business

‘Seeing small pieces of a larger jigsaw puzzle in isolation,
no matter how hi-def in the picture, is insufficient to
grapple with humanity’s greatest challenges.’67
For an organisation, ‘humanity’s greatest challenges’ relate
to the strategic choices it faces. At the level of
a finance professional’s own skills and competency
development, the greatest challenge relates to the balance
needed to be a specialist and a generalist at the same time.
Figure 4.1. An artist’s picture viewing tool

w Technical skills: responsibility for monitoring the
implementation of strategy

w People skills: using proper influencing skills to obtain
positive outcomes and make decisions that align with
the organisation’s strategic direction
w Leadership skills: expert knowledge to develop strategic
vision and provide unique insight to the overall direction
and success of the organisation
w Digital skills: formal responsibility for business areas,
actions and decisions with a high-level strategic impact.
Strategy is a major component of the fully competent
management accountant. For more details see appendix C.
Figure 4.2. The 2019 CGMA Competency Framework
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The 2019 CIMA professional qualification syllabus
The syllabus helps finance professionals heighten their
ability to provide the insight needed by organisations to
craft and successfully execute their business strategies.

The strategic level of the syllabus, ‘E3 Strategic
Management’, focuses on the strategy process. Its content
examines the formulation of strategy and the creation of
conditions for its successful implementation.

Most of the strategic content is in the strategic level of the
syllabus. On completing the strategic level, candidates
should be able to:
wS
 upport organisational leaders in crafting strategy
wE
 valuate and manage risks that might prevent
organisations from successfully implementing strategy
wV
 alue organisations
wS
 ource financial resources required to
implement strategy.69

Figure 4.3. E3 Strategic Management70

The strategy process

Analyse organisational
ecosystem to diagnose
the opportunities
and challenges to
create value.

Search for, develop
and evaluate strategic
options.

Make strategic choices
and integrate them into
a coherent strategy.

Create a digital strategy
that enables the digital
transformation of the
organisation.
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Deploy strategic control
systems to create and
communicate action
plans and allocate
resources to
implement strategy.

When the syllabus is mapped against the shape of the
finance function, strategic leadership falls outside the scope
of the syllabus.

To gain the full experience, competencies and skills that
individuals need for tasks at the ‘Strategic leadership’ level,
you require ‘Continuing Professional Development/
Education (CPD/CPE)’.

Figure 4.4. Syllabus in the context of the structure and shape of the finance function71

Beyond the scope of the syllabus;
covered by CPD

to achieve desired impact

covered by Continued
Professional
Development (CPD)

Management Level

Operational Level

Technical specialists generate insights
about value creation and preservation in
their respective areas

Managing processes and applying accounting
rules to assemble and extract data to
provide information and insight
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The value of lifelong learning
Two constant needs – to fail fast and relearn in a complex
world, and to upgrade our skills frequently – play to the
strengths of a lifelong learning philosophy. This in turn
highlights the ever-growing importance of CPD/CPE on the
quest to identify what we do not know and build our
strategic thinking.
Here are some suggestions to help build your strategicthinking capabilities by competency area.
Technical skills
Focus on applying high-level expertise. Become the
guardians or policemen for the automated finance process
and accounting algorithms. Understand what is going into
your process or algorithms and have an expectation of what
will come out of them. This links back to the point that the
tactical abilities and speed of narrow AI processes may
have impacts on strategy and decision-making.
In May 2019, Amazon was in the news for using a biased
algorithm. It had to scrap an AI recruiting tool that showed
bias against female candidates. A computer program to
review job applicants’ CVs, penalised CVs that included the
word ‘women’s’, and therefore downgraded graduates of
all-women’s colleges.
Business skills
Focus on analytical skills and judgment. As the cost of AI
technologies reduces, simple prediction is becoming cheaper.
AI can also make narrow predictions more quickly and
accurately, which will lead to an increase in human judgment
calls. These are likely to be more complex, as the simpler
ones are left to the algorithms to complete. A good place
to start is to understand your organisation’s business
model and the links to strategy.
People skills
Focus on interactions with stakeholders, both internal and
external. We have already discussed the importance of
curiosity and questioning. But add listening skills and
building a network of people you can test assumptions
with. We must all have the curiosity to find out what we
don’t know, be able to continually ask the right kind of
questions, and actively challenge our own opinions.
Leadership skills
Focus on managing others and building teams. Develop
motivational skills. Also allow strategic thinking to flourish
in those around you. This means creating environments
and safe spaces where strategic thinking and debate can
be fostered.
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From ‘finance business partner’ to ‘finance
business polymath’
Once you have expanded your strategic capability and
understand how your areas of expertise help change
finance function performance, stop and review. Further
‘hyperspecialisation’ can be damaging to your strategic
thinking and make you complacent. It can also put your
role at greater risk of ‘Robotic Process Automation’ (RPA).
The challenge now is to build up your interdisciplinary
thinking and focus on gaining a breadth of diverse
experience that will complement your finance expertise.
It’s not about what you know. It’s about recognising what
you don’t know and having the curiosity to explore ‘known
unknowns’. This links to advice given to Socrates by the
Oracle of Delphi: ‘the more you know, the more you know
what you don’t know.’
The ways of the polymath can help here. A polymath is
simply a person of great learning across several fields of
study. Gaining a wider knowledge and breadth of learning is
at the heart of strategic thinking. It moves the finance
professional into creative thinking and problem-solving skills.
The ‘finance business partner’ merely embeds financial
and management skills into a business area. But the
‘finance business polymath’ could facilitate knowledge
exchange across an organisation and its supply chain.
As technology evolves, so the role of a ‘finance business
polymath’ will grow within organisations, linking strategic
choices with business models and the wider ecosystem.
Waqas Ahmed explains why polymaths will become
more important:
‘With machine intelligence and the so-called technological
singularity looming (not to mention nuclear, environmental
and economic catastrophes that are imminent), the world
has little choice but to see a revival of the polymath, as it is
only this species of multifaceted, complex, creative,
versatile and inimitable humans that will have any value or
relevance in a highly complex, automated, super-intelligent
future.’72

When thinking about your lifelong learning journey and
enhancing your tactical and strategic capabilities, Ahmed
recommends focusing on six areas:
1. Individuality – understanding oneself
2. Curiosity – continuous, boundless enquiry
3. Intelligence – nurturing, exercising and optimising
various abilities
4. Versatility – moving seamlessly between different
spheres of knowledge and experience
5. Creativity – connecting and synthesising seemly
disparate fields for a creative outcome
6. Unity – unifying various strands of knowledge for
greater clarity and vision of the whole.73
Finding CPD/CPE in these areas will unlock your inner
‘finance business polymath’ and so lead to more rounded
strategic thinking.
What follows are two examples to help get you into a
‘finance business polymath’ mindset.
i. The Hedgehog and the Fox
Published in 1953, Isaiah Berlin’s ‘The Hedgehog and
The Fox’ provides a helpful metaphor for thinking about
a mindset. Berlin divides writers and thinkers into two
categories: Hedgehogs and Foxes. Hedgehogs view the
world through the lens of a single defining idea. This single
central vision then anchors all that they say and do of
significance. These visions tend to be simple cause and
effect rules based on their areas of expertise. Foxes on the
other hand, draw on a wide variety of experiences. In their
eyes, the world cannot be boiled down to a single idea.
They see the world’s complexity and work with it.
Foxes ‘pursue many ends, often unrelated and even
contradictory, if at all connected.’ Their focus gradually
appears, but it offers ‘a point of view from which to look
and compare, a starting point for genuine investigation.’74

For the finance professional in the digital world, it is not as
simple as being a fox or a hedgehog when thinking about
strategy. We need to understand when to be more
hedgehog and when to be more fox. At a high level, it
means having a mindset like a hedgehog to define your
strategic goals and ambitions, then using your fox-like
abilities to achieve your strategic targets.
ii. Organisational rotation programmes
Some of the multinational organisations we spoke with
have implemented rotation programmes for finance staff.
This allows finance professionals to learn and gain skills in
different areas of the organisation or on projects that sit
outside their accounting roles. It widens their end-to-end
business knowledge, encourages interdisciplinary thinking
and gives them the flexibility and versatility to work across
the organisation.
One participant described the finance professional’s role
as ‘a transformation agent, to steer the organisation
through the risks of a digital revolution’. In this organisation,
the role has become focused on improving shareholder
value by building organisational resilience and agility.77
A last thought from Leonard Mlodinow on elastic thinking,
a core skill when developing strategy:
‘It’s ironic but the technological advancement that makes
elastic thinking ever more essential, also makes it less
likely that we’ll engage in it.’78
If you are always connected to technology, your occupied
mind searches for the most familiar ideas, which are
usually the least interesting. It can also diminish your
opportunity to string together those random associations
that lead to new ideas, and the unexpected solutions to
tough problems. Be brave and find time to seek out your
‘known unknowns’.

Philip Tetlock and Dan Gardner, in their book ‘SuperForecasting’, used the hedgehog and fox analogy when
studying the roots of accuracy and inaccuracy in forecasting.75
Their results were unequivocal: foxes were far more
proficient predictors than hedgehogs, whose record was
little better than dart throwing chimpanzees. ‘The fox relied,
for their predictions, on an intuitive “stitching together of
diverse sources [of] information,” not on deductions
derived from “grand schemes”.’76
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Summary and conclusions
This supplement tells the story of the research that is
underpinning our views on how strategic thinking and
decision-making are changing in a digital world. It describes
the implications for finance professionals, employers,
academics and tuition providers, regulators and policymakers
when thinking strategically. Our research has,
w Set out a vision for strategic thinking and decisionmaking in a digital world
w Detailed the strategic challenges organisations
face in a digital world
w Described the implications for the finance function
and the performance required to meet strategic
organisational challenges
w Profiled the changing skills, competencies and mindset
that finance professionals must adopt to ensure they can
address the strategic challenges organisations face.
Our research reveals that the focus of the finance function
in a digital world is shifting from being one based on cost
to one based on organisational value. This is borne out in
two key findings: first, the strategic role finance functions
are playing, with their unique end-to-end view of an
organisation; and second, that the CFO has the business
understanding to work alongside the CEO as a co-pilot.
Our digital world is increasingly filled with ‘disinformation’
and ‘misinformation’, thanks to bots, cyborgs and trolls.
In this environment, finance functions and financial
professionals have a duty to challenge and bring individuals
back to evidence-based debates and decision making.
While strategies are all about creativity and thinking
differently, they also need facts at their foundations.
Re-inventing ourselves
Within this supplement there are actions that each
stakeholder within the management accounting
community can take:
Employers and Governance Boards
w Review your organisation’s strategic purpose
and test it with stakeholders
w Build strategic thinking time into your meetings and
delegate operational task. Remember that strategic
and tactical tasks require different thinking and separate
meetings
w Think about how you can build and retain the skills and
talent of your finance professional employees
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w Pay attention to the speed and automaticity of AI
decisions within your organisation. Think about
the impact this could have on your ability to control
future strategies.
Finance function leaders
w Review the connections and built alignment between
your organisation’s strategy and business model
w Be aware of and monitor the kind of decisions that have
been automated within your organisation and
understand the strategic implications involved
w In a world increasingly experiencing the ‘Weaponisation
of Information’, make sure the finance function
becomes the guardians of evidence-based debate
and decision making
Management accounting practitioners
w Embrace the ‘finance business polymath’ inside you and
nurture it with irrelevant Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) subjects that are not directly
relevant to your area of expertise
w Don’t be afraid to spend time playing and experimenting
with problems and organisational issues
w Build your network of people with whom you can test
strategic assumptions and choices.
Life after the digital world
A major assumption of life in a digital world is the narrow
application of AI tools and technologies. At the moment,
most AI applications can only perform very specific tasks.
Commentators on the future talk about the so-called
‘technological singularity’ – the point at which computer
performance, through machine learning and algorithms,
outpaces human performance. At that point the role of the
finance business polymath will become even more
important. To re-quote Ahmed:
‘The world has little choice but to see a revival of the
polymath, as it is only this species of multifaceted, complex,
creative, versatile and inimitable human that will have any
value or relevance in a highly complex, automated, superintelligent future.’79
We will continue to monitor and report on the evolving
nature of strategy as a discipline as the technological
landscape changes.

Appendix A: Employablity framework
& Research methodology
Employability framework
This paper is a supplement to the main white paper,
‘Re-inventing Finance for a Digital world’. It represents a
deeper dive into the global future of finance research we
have conducted over the last two years.
Employability: linking management accounting
practitioners with employers
The framework for our research is one of employability,
connecting employers to management accounting
practitioners. It connects them in three ways, by considering:

1. The challenges organisations face that threaten their
success and need to be addressed by future strategic
development
2. The performance required by the finance function to
help organisations address those challenges through
future strategic development
3. The types of skills, competencies and mindset that
finance professionals need to perform at the strategic
level required for organisations to address the
challenges they face.

Figure A.1. Syllabus in the context of the structure and shape of the finance function
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Research methodology
Ensuring rigour and reliability
We ran three phases of research (table A.1) to ensure the
rigour and credibility of our findings.
Our starting point was to gain an understanding of the
management community’s needs in a digital world. We
asked more than 5,500 finance professionals from over
2,000 organisations in 150-plus countries to answer the
following questions:
w How will the future be different for your organisation?
w What are the drivers of change for your organisation?

We used a three-phased methodology to understand the
finance function in a digital world:
w Face-to-face interviews
w Roundtables
w A global survey.
Throughout, the research engaged with individuals from all
sizes of organisations, from the public and private sectors,
and from a spread of countries that reflects the AICPA’s
and CIMA’s global footprint.

w What are the implications for finance?
w How should finance professionals prepare
for the changes?
Table A.1. Numbers from the three research phases

Interviews

Roundtables

Survey

w 14 countries

w 20 countries

w Across the world

w 130 organisations

w 200 organisations

w 57 questions

w Over 300 people

w Over 500 people

w 4,700 respondents
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Appendix B: A brief history of strategy
A brief history of strategy
Sir Lawrence Freedman notes that the general use of the
word ‘strategy’ began at the start of the 19th century,
although it had been linked with ‘the art of a General’ back
in the sixth-century.80 However, strategic theories did not
start to take hold in the mainstream business world until
after the Second World War.
This followed the experiences and case studies of large
US industrial corporations in the interwar period of the
20th century. Early business strategy adopters included Du
Pont, General Motors and General Electric.81 ‘A layer of
management was created in these firms divorced from
operating responsibilities and charged with formulation of
policy and strategy, planning, and performance appraisal.’82
During the 1950s and 1960s business success focused on
establishing long term, goal-oriented strategic activity that
would change organisational capacity. A top-down approach,
closely linked with planning, became the way forward:
‘By avoiding the distractions of second-order issues, the
corporate headquarters could formulate policy, evaluate
performance, and allocate investment, while stopping
heads of units from distorting general strategy for
parochial reasons.’83
Developing business strategy
Igor Ansoff was a key influencer in this first wave, when
the early majority caught up with the innovators in a race
to develop corporate strategies. Ansoff is often described
as the father of modern strategic thinking. His 1965 book,
‘Corporate Strategy,’ was the first to solely focus on developing
business strategy. Here strategy formation is seen as a
deliberate, cerebral, decision-flow process, contained in a
58 step model.84 This was the beginning of systematic
strategy formulation through checklists.
Since Ansoff’s book, the world of strategy has been through
many fashions. During the first wave, we witnessed the
fusion of business and military strategies, where we as
business leaders assumed the role of a General leading his
troops into battle. We built Monte Carlo simulations and
we enrolled on MBA courses.
Throughout 1970s and 1980s businesses experienced the
second strategy wave. We turned our strategic attention to
identifying cash cows and dogs through the Boston
Consulting Group’s growth-share matrix, we used Porter’s
five forces to mark out the competition, and we drew
hundreds of SWOT, PEST or PESTEL diagrams on flipcharts.

By the 1990s and the third strategy wave, long-term
innovation had lost its crown to short-term gains.
Here everything that could be reviewed went through a
Business Process Re-engineering cycle. We tried really
hard to assign non-financial measures to Kaplan &
Norton’s Balance Scorecard, and we swam through red
oceans of competition in the pursuit of new blue oceans.
Looking for new answers
However, as we moved to the dawn of the 21st century, we
increasingly found that the tools in our strategy toolboxes
were no longer fit for purpose. As Freeman writes:
‘In a 1994 article, they [Hamel & Prahalad] claimed that the
discontinuity in business practice was now so great that
the various strategic concepts developed during the previous
couple of decades – by Porter, for example – were no longer
valid. They had assumed stable industrial structures,
focused on business units, relied on economic analysis,
and separated strategic analysis from its execution, which
was presented as an organisational matter.’85
In this new world, it has become trendy in business circles
to talk about ‘VUCA’: Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and
Ambiguity. The origins of the acronym date back to the 1990s,
when it was used by the US military to describe the post-Cold
War world. It’s really just another way of expressing change.
However, as Patrick Hollingworth formulates, VUCA can
also tell us just how the world is changing:
‘VUCA is at risk of becoming a “cool” way of talking about
change, and will no doubt soon sit alongside current
title-holders disruption, innovation and agility, all of which
are very much in vogue right now (particularly among big
corporations that include these words in their vision
statements – but can any of them actually articulate what
these words mean and look like in every day practice?).
So rather than using VUCA as a superficial descriptor of
the changing world, it’s important to really understand the
characteristics of each of the four components of VUCA.’86
Hollingworth maps the VUCA world against the perception
of a world in status quo:
w Volatility vs Stability
w Uncertainty vs Certainty
w Complexity vs Simplicity
w Ambiguity vs Clarity.87
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If business strategy before the 1990s was created in a
state of equilibrium, today any kind of prediction and
forecasting is now increasingly difficult in the perceived
VUCA environment.
Of what relevance is the deliberate strategy approach
championed by Michael Porter, or that of the emergent
strategy advocated by Henry Mintzberg? A deliberate
strategy keeps you focused, while an emergent strategy
provides creativity through uncertainty. Mintzberg defined
an emergent strategy as ‘where a realized pattern was not
expressly intended.’88
Stacey then elaborates, ‘Emergence means that an outcome
is realised not through prior shared intention, not through
some blueprint, but through the local interaction of members
of the organisation.’89 This is interesting, as you can set
your strategic vision for an organisation, then watch your
staff networks connect and continually interact with the
local environment until they converge into a consistent
pattern of action.
Today, you need both the deliberate and emergent approaches
within your strategic toolkit. However, this means continuous
review and reassessment. As a result, the much-loved
annual, off site, strategic planning weekend will not cut it in
a digital world. Flexibility is the key. And that requires a
change in how we think strategically if we are to realise a
mix of deliberate and emergent forms of strategy.
In the early 1970s, scenario planning, which had been a
military response to the ‘VUCA’ environment, was embraced
by the oil corporation Royal Dutch Shell. Shell designed a
number of stories to describe how the world might change.
One of those scenarios modelled the impact of a fall in oil
prices. So, when oil prices did collapse, Shell was ahead of
the curve.
A ‘Harvard Business Review’ article from 1997 entitled,
‘Strategy Under Uncertainty’ also shows that the issue of
the VUCA world on business strategy has been on the
radar for more than 20 years.90 The article warned that:
‘Under uncertainty, traditional approaches to strategic
planning can be downright dangerous.’91 To help, the article
identifies a ‘four levels of uncertainty’ framework, based on
the strategically relevant information you have to hand.
Rather than make the uncertainty disappear, the framework
was designed to lead to more confident and informed
decisions around strategy.
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Level 1: A Clear-Enough Future – a single forecast precise
enough for determining strategy.
Level 2: Alternate Futures – a few discrete outcomes
that define the future.
Level 3: A Range of Futures – a range of possible
outcomes, but no natural scenarios.
Level 4: True Ambiguity – no basis to forecast the future.92
Use the right tools
Understanding your organisation’s level of uncertainty in
the wider market environment, and appreciating what can
be known, will inform your strategic thinking differently.
It will also help you identify which tools in your strategic
toolbox are best suited to the analysis required.
The plumber who comes to fix a leaking tap uses the
appropriate tools for the job. Similarly, when wearing our
strategy hats, we need to think first before grabbing the
nearest instruments. Using every analytical tool in your
armoury doesn’t guarantee a strategy’ success. A strategy’s
success is not guaranteed because you used every
analytical tool in your armoury.
What has this brief journey through the history of business
strategy theory uncovered? Freeman suggests we have
lost our way:
‘Military strategy had been launched at a time when it was
believed that there were basic principles which, if applied
properly, could at least increase the probability of success,
even if success could not be guaranteed. It then struggled
as it became apparent that the application of military force
was a more complicated and frustrating business than
envisaged… especially as it proved hard to escape from
the norm of decisive battle. Business strategy was the
product of similar bout of optimism of the mid-twentieth
century, picking up on a general confidence in the possibilities
of long-term planning, not only for nations but also for
large companies, including large American conglomerates.
It also struggled as the limitations of the planning model
became apparent, but unlike the military, the managers did
not have an agreed framework to provide coherence. As a
result, business strategy lost its way, following many
diverse paths and falling prey to temporary enthusiasms.’93
With all this in mind, we want organisations and finance
function to do two things, rediscover creative strategic
thinking, and to empower us to once again construct
safe environments in which we have the time to think.
Throw out the latest quick fix strategy self-help book
that promises success in three steps, delegate all those
operational process meetings that overcrowd your
calendars, and let’s play to our strategic strengths.

Appendix C: The 2019 CGMA competency
framework, strategic content
The 2019 CGMA Competency Framework – strategic content
Technical skills

Cost management:
w The process of analysing, planning and managing costs (including product
pricing and supply-chain analysis) to support implementation of
organisational strategies.
wL
 ead business on strategy, design and implementation of work.
Business planning:
w Translate business strategy into financial targets and tactical plans and
support execution in a controlled risk and reward-based manner.
wL
 ead organisation-wide strategy, planning, design and implementation work.
w Incorporate digital technologies in the strategy of the organisation.
Risk management and internal control:
w The process of detecting and evaluating risk factors that could adversely
affect the implementation of the organisation’s strategy.
Accounting information systems:
w Lead on incorporating digital technologies in the strategy of the organisation.

Business skills

Strategy:
w The process of articulating the organisation’s general sense of identity and
direction – outlining why the organisation exists, for whom and what the
stakeholders require.
w Understand the steps to achieve long-term business strategy, identify
immediate threats or opportunities to the business and resolve or escalate
them accordingly.
w Explain the strategic direction of the organisation to others; develop a
prioritised finance plan that both delivers the needs of the business and is
consistent with the overall finance functional strategy and business plan.
w Develop a finance strategy that is aligned with the organisation’s longterm plan and that anticipates and supports business need and ensure
appropriate resources are allocated to deliver effectively, including goals to
expand capacity, improve productivity and surpass industry benchmarks.
w Identify and focus on future critical areas for the organisation and devise
strategy to maximise opportunity and minimise risk.
Business models:
w The process of organisations being able to align their strategy and vision
into operating models for sustainable success.
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The 2019 CGMA Competency Framework – strategic content
People skills

Negotiation and decision-making:
wL
 ead fact-based decision-making for long-term strategic issues; analyse
the wider business and political implications when making decisions,
including the effectiveness of the outcome.
wS
 hare strategic insights and knowledge to help others make
sound decisions.

Leadership skills

Strategic leadership is exercised at the strategic level:
w Experts join with leaders in other functional areas to define, formulate and
oversee the implementation of the organisation’s strategy.
Team building:
wD
 rive team performance by promoting and encouraging participation
and sharing of ideas that align with the organisational strategy and
maximise goals.
Driving performance:
wE
 stablish and drive the strategies and standards required to deliver
against business plans; translate internal and external analysis into strategy
and action.
wS
 et up and structure business units so they have the capability to deliver
against strategic targets.

Digital skills

Data strategy and planning:
wD
 eveloping and managing a set of choices and decisions that align the
organisation’s data strategy to its business strategy.
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